Meeting Notes from August 20th
I.
II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

Call to Order at 6:45 by Brian Mobley
Athletic Update from Lee
A. Conversation with Sue Durant, Middle School Athletic Director
1. Budget Concerns for middle school sports without $1 fee from high school
admissions
2. Impact of what surrounding counties might choose to do will not have an
impact on CMS
3. Spring sports still being discussed
4. Lee stated that kids at DK8 continue to be excited about optimistic about
playing for the school
5. School has started to receive inventory/equipment for sports
a) Request for Board to consider shed for storage
b) Elliot Love to follow up with Lowes donation
c) Discussion around storage shed versus shipping container.
Consensus that a shipping container would provide more capacity
and possibly less expensive
6. One basketball/volleyball scoreboard has been installed
7. Discussed that club sports would not be allowed while in pandemic and
kids not in school
a) Potential for club sports should enter Plan B+
8. Discussion around if we could hold off site practices out of the school
a) Shryock to work through options for volleyball as starting point
Brick Paver Funderaiser
A. Elliot and Brian to begin working to find a provider and General Contractor
B. Brian to discuss location with Chuck Fortuna
Spiritwear
A. Initial planned order of 250 shirts and 40 hats
1. Discussion around lowering those number to reduce inventory exposure
and overall cost
2. Decided to place an order for 150 shirts and 40 hats
3. Need to sell approximately 95 shirts to break even with invoice
4. Terms for invoice will be Net 30 from receipt
Sponsorship Update
A. Levels were discussed and the separation of individual items
B. Plan to have levels finalized in a week’s time
Meeting adjourned at 7:48

